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ABSTRACT 
THE EFFECT OF MUSIC AND REMINISCENCE ON THE MOOD OF 
ELDERLY PERSONS WITH DEMEMTIA 
HWA-JIN LEE 
May. 2002 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of music and reminiscence 
on the mood of persons who are elderly with dementia. Ten participants who resided in a 
nursing home were randomly assigned to one of three groups: music and reminiscence. 
reminiscence. and control. The two treatment groups had two 30-minute sessions per 
week. over nine weeks. The music-based reminiscence treatment consisted of 
( I ) introduction of topic. ( 2) visual props presentation. ( 3) music listening or singing. 
(4) discussion. and (5) singing. Because musical activities were only included in the 
music and reminiscence group. the reminiscence group was given song lyrics. but did not 
sing the songs. The only difference between the two treatment groups was the 
involvement of the music. Before and after each session. all participants were asked to 
indicate their level of happiness. confusion. and anger on the Visual Analogue Mood 
Scales (V AMS ). 
The collected data were analyzed to examine tho: effects of the music and 
remmiscence within groups and between groups. To determine the difference within 
groups. a related means t-test was used. The results indicated a significant difference in 
IV 
' 
the happiness scale between pretest and posttest scores for the music and reminiscence 
group. while no other significant differences were found. To detennine the difference 
between groups. a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used. The results 
showed no significant effects l'f music and reminiscence on the mood of the participants. 
This research indicated positive improvements in the perceived level of happiness 
for the music and reminiscence participants. However. it is difficult to generalize these 
findings to all elderly people with dementia oecause of possible influential factor5. such 
as the sample size. The number of elderly persons with dementia in the U.S. is growing, 
so is the need for suitable therapeutic interventions. 'Therefore. replication of this study 
with a larger sample size is recommended. 
v 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
It is natural for human beings to age. There is no absolute line between old and 
young. because the term "old" is relative and may be influenced by social, cultural. and 
even individual attitudes. However. old age is generally associated with persons over the 
age of 65 years (American Association of Retired Persons, 1995). 
There are physical signs of aging. such as graying hair. decreased sight and 
hearing, wrinkled skin, and diminished body dexterity. Along with those external 
changes. internal aging processes occur concurrently that may affect mental. cognitive. 
and physical functions. One of the primary indicators of the mental aging process is 
memory los.~. When this impairment is severe enough and is associated with structural 
changes in the brain. it is diagnosed as dementia. 
-
Dementia is a medical condition that disrupts the way the brain works. 'Inc word 
"dementia" was first used to describe mental deterioration and idiocy caused by lesions in 
the brain (Feil. 1993). In the past, dementia was used as a synonym for "insanity." but in 
more recent times. the term dementia is often used to signify memory deficits and 
changes in normal behavior (Bright. 1988). 
There are many losses for persons who are elderly. For persons with dementia. the 
loss of cognitive function is a major concern b..'cause it affects their entire way of living. 
Memories are important to older people,.l?ecausc they link their past to their sense of 
I 
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imponance and place in society. 
According to Wolf ( 1992). individuals choose to recall and focus on particular 
events in their own lives when WJdergoing stress because these memories help the 
individuals to escape from the stress and to experience pleasure. Therefore. reminiscence 
may have value for persons who are elderly, especially those who are institutionalized. In 
• 
addition. research has dociunented positive outcomes of reminiscence. Among those. 
reminiscence improves psychological well-being and life satisfaction and increases self. 
respect. self-awareness. group cohesiveness (Haight. 1992); produces affective WJd 
cognitive improvement and reduces depressive symptoms (Goldwasser. Auerbach. & 
Harkins. 1987; Fallot. 1980); reduces present StreSS (Le~s. 1971 ); increases social 
interaction and group interests (Ashton. 1993 ); enhances communication and expression 
(O'Leary & Barry. 1998); and maintains self-esteem while reinforcing identity and 
integrity (Pincus. 1970). 
Music is one medium that evokes memory recall . For persons who are elderly. 
music is a form of a sensory stimulation that invites responses due to the familiarity. 
predictability. and feelings of security associated with it (National Association for Music 
Therapy. Inc .. 1994). According to Gibbons· review of literature ( 1988). music can 
increase appropriate physical and verbal behaviors. reduce physical and verbal aggressive 
behaviors. improve reality orientation. increase physical activity. and enhance 
reminiscence in elderly persons. 
Not only are music and reminiscence individually effective. but the pairing of 
music and reminiscence also has been used as a positive stimulus for older adults. 
including those with dementia (Ashida. 2000; Kartman. 1991 ; Wylie. I 990; Karras. 
1987). In the: present study. the researcher attempted to determine the effect o f music and 
reminiscence on the mood of elderly persons with dementia. 
i 
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\ CHAPTER II 
I 
REVIEW OF LITERA TIJRE 
Dementia 
~mentia is a degenerative disease that attacks the brain and results in problems 
with memory, thinking. and behavior. It becomes severe enough to interfere with a 
person's ability to work and to take care of everyday tasks (New York Presbyterian 
Hospital. 1996 ). The word "dementia" comes from two Latin words. de. which means 
"away·· and mentia. which means "mind." This term has been used by the medical 
profession to describe a group of symptoms which represent an impairment in mental 
powers (Mace & Rabins. 1981 ). Different typ<:s of dementia exist. including Alzheimer's 
disease. Multi -infarct dementia. Parkinson's disease. and Huntington' s disease (Bright. 
1988). Dementia always has an organic etiology. such as blood vessel disease. small 
strokes. metabolic disease. lack of oxygen or sugar. or a buildup of blood pressure in the 
brain. 
The most common type of dementia is Alzheimer's disease (AD). which accounts 
for about 50% of all dementia. AD is characterized by neurofibrillery tangles. senile 
plaques. and vacuoles; these anomalies affect the parts of the brain that control thought. 
memory. and language. AD. which usually begins after the age of 65, is not a normal 
process of aging. and the risk goes up with age. AD usually begins with mild 
forgetfulness. However. as the disease progresses. symptoms become serious to the 
4 
degree of inability to survive without assistance (Alzheimer's Association. 1995 ). Feil 
( 1993) claims that AD patients have deficits in the areas of memory. orientation. 
judgment. logical thinking. abstiaCt thinking. appropriate emotional response. anention 
span. and performance of activities of daily living. There is no cure for AD. but some of 
symptoms can be managed with medications. Therefore. good medical care is imponant 
to maintain the patient· s general health. 
Etiolol()' 
Dementia is the result of a complicated sequence of events involvmg many 
contributing factor.; (Heston & White. 1983). Therefore. diagnosis is made only after 
autopsy. and diagnosis for li ving persons is "probable dement ia ... Although there is no 
known etiology. cenain factors are suspected to contribute to dementia. These factors 
inc lude genetics. ncurotransmission. abnonnal proteins. viruses. and metals. 
(ienetics 
Genetic predisposition is the single indicating factor in most dementing illnesses. 
In the case of lluntington · s disease. inheritance appear.; in almost exactly 50 percent of 
the first-degree relatives. such as the parents. siblings. and children (Heston & White. 
1983 ). According to research on Alzheimer's disease. a gene for the production of 
amyloid precursor protein was found on the chromosomes of persons with AD (The 
Harvard Mental Health Lener. 1995). This gene. which is located on chromosome 19, 
governs the production of apolipoprotein E (A poE). a substance that transpons 
cholesterol in the blood and is believed to contribute to late onset AD in persons over the 
5 
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a!,!~ ,,f ~ixt~ 1 \'lace & Rahin~. I')!! II. Among tht• three chief 1 arian" of Apof·. pcnplc who 
.:an: the :\p<>f .4 run a much ~realer risk t>f dcvdt>ping AD than do carriers of Ap<>L! or 
·\p.>l· .> 1 I ht: liar. ard Mcntalllcahh Letter, 1995). In addition. the <'Xtr~ pic:cc of 
<:hrnmo><>Tllc ~I. which i~ commonly found in pt·rsons with Down's syndromt'. is abo 
\ c'tlrfll r(lfl.\Ttli \ .\ ir '" 
·\ 1ault in nt:urotran,mis,j,,n rna~ t:nntrihut<: to dcmt:nlla ~curotransmtth:rs. 
"hi.:h arc .:hcrni<:<Jis in the hrain. an.: rcsponsihk liH <:nmmunicatinn amnng ncf\c t:clls 
r' ,tirnulatin!;! the recci1 in~,: ncuron h> n:spond or to inhihit inl<>rmation. Tht:rcfnrc. a lad 
l•r J"·,.:rl·~•,,.· in n .. :unHr~n~rnitll·r~ or a lacl-.. \ll T\."'(.:cptors rna~ \'aUS.l' ~(,Cl\~ t.tf the: ~ngntll\ ~ 
1/1.< 
J~ ,1un.:ti••n' in pcr~nn:< "ith dementia 1 1\cston & White . I <!!l .> 1 
hr a in at p.>st-mnncm Cl\:.tminatinn. arc fnund inside and hct,..,ccn ncr. e t:clls. The dusters 
in th,· mt.:ri. •r ttf the cells art: ealkd ncumlihrillar;. tangl.:s. and rhe dusters 111 the spaces 
'.,·uw1ihri liar;. tan!!ks. whith arc large nurnh.:r, of de~•·~ 1ng ncurnns contaming 
''"'tt·,! dump> of prot.-in ftl>crs. all· found m the htppocJmpus and Jm~gdala. the centers 
nt rO\cnh>r~. and 111 the ~crchral cone~. "'htth ;, the sit..: of must htgher mental fun~ttons 
7 
aH' a I'" f<~unJ in hrai nstc m neuron~ thllt rdcase r1<·urut ransrn r uer,. I he~ appilr.:r111 ~ dog 
rh,· rnt,·mal tran~ptt!1 ~ystern of ll<'Umns and r~suh in the Jccr~asc of thc transrmner 
..\c,·t~ khnlim· rn tht: hrain ot ,\D-di:rgnos~d perstllls t(iht'k~t<:in. l'll!l!l I h.: Jens11' <>I 
n.-um ti hn ll ar: tant,dcs in the hr:r in is rc latcd to the sc ,·eri I~ "f the dcm,·nu:r I St. (i.-urge-
I I' slop. ~000 t l'am·d lldi~ill I· ilalll<'llts. another narn<' for ncurolihrillar: tangk,. al'" 
'liT\ 1\l' into adulthtt<~d 1 Rcisht:rg. I 'IR 1). 
.-\111~ l<11d pla<.jll<!s arc a se..:nnd krnd of pwtcrn dq'loSib "ludt !,!alh,-r roth,· 'l'a<.:<'' 
hctw<·cn ncr'<.' cells I he am~ l<~id 1s known as a compkx ot' mtmunoglohuhn ch:un,_ 
"hrch :.rl' prote<n antt)xli,·s to antigcnic malerillls h has h<:cn pn>r<>sl'd th:.t thl' plil<jll<'' 
:rrc fnrm.-J "hcn anlll!<'ll·anllil<>d~ <.'<llnplcxcs llre lng,·stcd h~ "hue hl<>nd ~:dh; ( lh·•shcq;. 
I <IK 11. Pla<jli<'S arl' o ttcn conccnt ratcd rn 1 h~ Ia~ cr of thc hr ppoc:un pus thllt rc.-cr \l'S 
.-\ third kmJ of pn>t<:m abnormal it) IS granulo' <Kll<>lar <kgerwrauon. l'hrs <l<.:nrrs 
1nsiJ<: the <:.:11. "hich hc<:<1m<:s cro"dcd "ith tlurd and granular matcrral . l'his <.:<~ndrtinn 
~~ l<>unJ in the hlpl)(>campal an:a of the hrains of most cldcrly p<:rsons. An 1ncrcas<.'d 
• 
..:onccntration ot' granulovacuolar degeneration in <.:cnam area~ of the hippocarnpu' rs vcr) 
signi frcantly rdatcd tu the clmical finding of dcmcntia. along with laq;e numbers 11f 
pla~.jut:s amltant;ks t Rc1sht:rg. I Qlfl) 
Some sin" '1ruscs arc susp.:t:ted h• 1 mpa1r the t'>r:tllt and to produce lic:llll:t111il 
lit<'>'<' ' tn"t:s dt:,ell>p <1\t:r lon~t:r periods of time. pro~ress at a slower rate th<tn nwst 
'1ralmtc.:tion'. and lad. nv,·n s1gns of acut,· illness. such as f<-, cr The e<mt:ept of shm 
'1r:.tl tnfe.:llon and ib rdauonship to demcnua was propt>sed t'>~ Stgutdsson m J<J~4 
t Bastian. I <J'I<J) 
I h,· .susp .. :.:t.:d human ' truses tndudc Kuru. C rcuufddt-Jakoh Disease. I ierman-
S tr;\u,; J,·r · Sdwm~t:r dis.: as<·. ;md !'a tal fami hal i tlS<.lntnia t C rcts fcldt-Jal.oh Disease 
I ••undat1on Inc. J<I'-JQ) Kuru. whtch has ht:<·n f<>und onl~ among cc:nain tril:>cs tn Papua. 
,, .... t iumea. 1' chara(lt.·n.red ll~ chrome and prugr.:ssi't: pwhkms in C<>i>rdmauon. s1u:h 
a' hand tn:mnr~. slurred SJ'l<'r:ch. 1n\ oluntar~ JCT~~ tmwcmcnts . ..-urmlik.: mov,·mcnts. and 
.:n•,,.;d e' c,. v. h1ch arc l' ptcall~ foll<lv.cd I>~ dementia. The v1r.1l mcuhat ion fll'rtod for 
l reut;tddt-Jal.t>h D1scasc 1' a rare. fatal hratn d1sordcr which causes a rapid. 
pH>!(TL'"I' c dcmcnt1a v. nh m usc lc 1 v. 11.: h ing and spasms t ( · rcutzlddt-J al.ol:> D1 seas.: 
h•undalh>n ln.: . I '1'1'1 J rhls diS<:~ C\OlH··s after a Iaten.:~ fll'Tlnd of up to four ~c:ars. 
haxJ ''"a -;tud~ 1:>~ Asher and associates 11 il1cbt.:in. 19R8J. Approximate!~ 10 tl• 15 
pcrt:.:m o! C n:utltddt-Jakut'> D1s.:as.: .:as.:s arc mhentcd 1 Crcut:t.fddt·Jakob D1st:a-'t: 
I " unJaltt.>n Inc-. ]QQ<lt (;crman-Strausskr-Scheinker disc:asc 1s a prcdomtnantl~ 
hcrcJnar: d1!>0rd.:r "'nh prugrcss1vc cuurdmation and mov.:mcnt probkms. and fatal 
An ,·xn'"" c prcscn~t· of ,II Umlnum ha, heen disco'<:rc·J 111 I he hr:un' .. t p.:r~nn, 
'u tkn n~ fr. 1111 .·\ () \\'hen at um IIIUII1 h<:comc·, t·onl'c·ntratcd lll t h.: hra111 1 "sue'. 11 
tlc,ln>~' ncrH· cells In s1Ud1es v.nh aluminum-lnteeled anm1<1ls las nlc·J Ill ( i lld.stem. 
I 'IX!! 1. ~ Ia I/o and asso.; i <II<'' fnuntl a fnrma11on nf ncurnti hri II an tangles 111 1h.: bram nf 
rahh11,. and ( · rapc·r and I lalton rq>oncd ~hang<'' llll'als · h<:ha' "" lks1dcs alumuwm. 
manganc·s,· I' als<> kno<HI I<> he a'S<Kiiltt•d v. 1th forms of de•nent1a 
l ·enmn concon11tant d1sorde" ,,·em tu <K<:<>mpan' dementl<t l'hc·"· mdude 
dqncsston, d1srup11 , ... hcha' '""· and cnmmun~<:atH>n J1sturhanc .. ·, 
I l.:prc'~""' 1s one: of tht· nwsl ~ommon s~ rnpwms assn<:~ated "Hh pc·rsons "ho 
ha' e dcm .. ·ntl<t Once di;tgnos<·d. peopk "ith dcmcmia rna~ ~1wv. and expect the .:our" 
of th.: thscast·. "hll'h IS he~ ond the1r l'ontrol ({·lai r. ]996 ). It is mon: l i kcl~ lo bcgm 
sudden!~ and h.:.: om.: rap1dl~ v.nrsc. <'SJX'Ctall) tf the paticnl has a fanHI~ htShl~ nf 
dcpn:ssinn . In 1hc earl) stages of I he dementia. su~~:idal ideat ion IS common. and mthc 
later stagc:s uf dementia. dcpn:ssiun has a more organic hasi s. possibl) caused h) the 
d.:strucllon of mnnoan11nc producing neurons which prescnl v. ith l<>ss of skills. worsening 
of confusum. social withdrawal. and feelmgs elf guilt. wonhlcssness. and sadness (Evans. 
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I(N.J) Depression an·ccts thinking. mcmnr). concentration. ~kcp. appetite. and intt•rtcres 
w 1th actiVIIIC' of dai I' li' in g. Antidepressants. such as \kth) lphenidatc. arc otien 
pn:scroh<:d f<•r the treatment of depre,;s1on 
I "-• "If" 1 I'<" hehu>·wr., 
"'the d1sea~e progresSt'S. a p..•rson w1th dcmen: • nh1hits 'anous prohk1m11ic 
h<:h;J\ ,,,r,. which m<·ludc inappropriate ,·crhal. vocal. or molt>r acti\.lltes that do not 
n:soh e the nhvious needs of the dem<tnted individual (Lawton & R uhinstcin. ~000 1. The 
nwst promment d isruptl\t: h<:haviors arc agitation. aggression. anxiety. catastrophic 
rcactH>n. and wandenng. and these h.:ha,·iors may occur simultaneous!) . 
,-\gotallnn is" twuhlcd behavior marked l'>y inappropriiUc veri">ul 'oc;tl. or motor 
a,·o" ot' 1 hat ha~ no appan:nt purpt>s..- 1 Cl;nr. I 1!961. Agitated h<:havi ors result from an 
o\lcr;sctH>n h..·t"<"-'11 lttdong hahns and p..·rsonalit). curr.:nt physical and mo.:ntal 
0:•>1\dltH>n,. and en' ln>nmcntal factor> ( l.awton & Ruhinstein. ~()()() ). It is clmrat·tcrit.cd hy 
pat· mg. fidget on~. Ct)llStant nl<" mg. cursing. :screaming. pushing. striking out against 
<>tht·r,. n:pet111ou' st:ntences or questioning. go:m:ral n.:stlcssness. and inappropriate 
drn" nt,: and undres son~ t F) e. ~{)()I l 
:\ggress1on 1mohcs lx>th n:rhal and ph)sical ahusJ\c:n,·ss. such as swearing. 
namc-calhng. threats. ac<·usallon . t>iting. hilt mg. pushing. ;1nd other actions that can injure 
othc~ tllollman & Platt. 191!0) I· ye 1 ~00 l 1 cited Cohcn-Mansftd<i that aggressive 
lxha' 10~ an: a d.:f.:nson· r<-sponse to actanns h~ oth.:rs which the: ~•lder person does not 
C<lmpn:hc:nd 
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Anxiety is a stress response, involving emotional and physical reaction to one· s 
perception of a given situation (Stevens. Baldwin. Friedman. & Eigelsbach. 1991 ). When 
severe enough. it can interfere one· s ability to cope. to make choices. and to take action. 
Severe anxiety may lead to a catastrophic reaction. which is an exaggerated response to 
an incident. It occurs when people are no longer able to respond as they did before their 
illness and may begin with resistance (Clair. 1996). It also may take the form of a sudden 
change of mood. uncontrolled weeping. an increase in agitation or restlessness. or a 
sudden outburst of anger (Fye. 2001 ). 
Wandering refers to the tendency of a person to move about an area in an 
apparently aimless fashion. and is caused by the feelings of r.:stlessncss. anxiety. 
confusion. memory loss. or pain (Hoffman & Platt. 1990) Wandering is reponed to hav~ 
a connection with previous life style or coping mechanisms. is often misunderstood. and 
is extremely difficult to manage. Wandering often leads to aggressive behaviors between 
residents and presents problems associated with safety. interpersonal relations. and health. 
Because the disease is characterized by cognitive impairments. such as memory. 
judgment. and thinking. persons with dementia cannot control their disruptive behaviors. 
Therefore. overwhelming demands. like asking them to perform complicated tasks. can 
yield inappropriate behaviors. In addition. environmental factors. such as proper lighting 
and temperature. clear signs or pictures. appropriate activities, and opponunities lor 
socialization, also help to manage behavioral problems (Fye. 2001 ). Conversely. 
overcrowded spaces, noisy unfamiliar environments, and unsuccessful communication 
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can aggravate these behavioral problems. 
C ommunicalion disturbances 
Communication is a most frustrating challenge in the treatment of dementing 
illnesses. both for the caregiver and for the person with dementia (Chavin. 1991 ). Among 
the symptoms of the disease. persons with dementia become confused and lose the 
abilities to recall memories. to defme or use words. to recognize similarities and 
differences. and to identify objects. When the disease progresses to the degree of 
disturbing verbal communication. nonverbal communication. such as vocal tone and body 
language. become more important than words. Therefore. caregivers need effective 
communication skills to interpret. exchange. and reSJNud to nonve..Pal cues (Jarvik & 
Winograd. 1988). Having a good sense of humor is recommended when communicating 
with persons "''ith dementia because it can diffuse otherwise difficult situations and can 
help residents and their families to appreciate and express what is funny and amusing 
(Chavin. 1991 ). Also. humor helps institutionalized elderly people to establish 
relationships. relieve tension. release anger. facilitate learning. and cope with painful 
feelings (l..eNavenec & Slaughter. 2001 ). 
TreaTment 
As a distinctive cause of dementia has not been discovered. neither is there a 
distinctive cure. Different treatments are recommended for persons with dementia. Each 
has its O\\n focus. but there is much overlapping between interventions. Among those. 
medications. reality orientation. validation therapy. behavior management. and day care 
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programs are commonly used treatments for elderly people with dementia. 
Medications 
There are two types of phannacological approaches. The first type attempts to 
treat the various psychiatric syndromes. while the second method uses potential drugs to 
correct presumed neurochemical disturbances (Jarvik & Winograd. 1988). The 
medications used for the treatment of psychiatric syndromes. such as depression. 
psychoses. behavioral disturbances. and anxiety. include Tricyclic Antidepressanl~. 
Neuroleptics. and Benzodiazepines. Tricyclic Antidepressants are the most frequently 
used medications for treating depression. They have been found effective for all age 
groups. so the selection of the appropriate a11.:rot is based on the different side-effects. For 
elderly people. the most serious side effects are peripheral symptoms. such as dry mouth. 
constipation. urinary retention. blurry visiofl. memory loss. onhostatic hypotension. and 
sedation (Jarvik & Winograd. 1988). 
Neuroleptics and Benzodiazepines are frequently used drugs for the treatment of 
psychosis and behavioral disturbances. Neuroleptic medications are the preferred 
treatment for the agitation and anxiety associated with dementia (Shader & Greenblatt. as 
cited in Jarvik & Winograd. 1988). Although the efficacy of the drug with elderly people 
with dementia has not been fully subslalltiated. Neuroleptics may be beneficial because 
no better drugs are available at this time. According to Petrie and associates (as cited in 
Jarvik & Winograd. 1988). loxapine and Haloperidol yielded improvements in 
suspiciousness. hallucinatory behavior, excitement, unsociability. and uncooprativeness. 
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Loxapine also resulted in significant improvements in anxiety, excitement. emotional 
lability. and reduced uncooperativeness {Barnes et at.. as cited in Jarvik & Winograd. 
1988 ). However. Neuroleptics often cause contra indications such as an involuntary 
movement of the tongue. lips. and face (Smith & Baldessarini, as cited in Jarvik & 
Winograd. 1988). Bcnzodiazepines are recommended for the treatment of agitation and 
anxiety in dementia. Studies (as cited in Jarvik & Winograd. 1988) have been reported 
that Thioridazine can reduce agitation. anxiety, and fearfulness (Covington). and 
Diazepam can improve agitation. insomnia. and intellectual function (Kirven & Montero}. 
However. the side effects of Benzodiazepines are also reported by Shader and Greenblatt 
(as cited in Jarvik & Winograd, 1988): excess sedation. confusion. disinhibiton with 
paradoxical agitation. unsteady gait. dysarthria. and uncoordination. 
For the treatment of brain abnormalities. the following medications have been 
studied: Psychostimulants (e.g .. Methylphenidate. Magnesiwn Pemoline), Vasodilators 
and Metabolic Enhancers (e.g .. Carbon Dioxide, Dihydroergotoxine ). Neuropeptides. and 
Neurotransminers. Since persons "ith dementia tend to be both withdrawn and 
cognitively impaired. a nwnber of stimulants have been tested. Among those. 
Methylphenidate and Magnesium Pemoline produced some improvements. but those 
improvements were in mood or behavior elevation. rather than in cognition (Jarvik & 
Winograd. 1988 ). 
Vasodilators and Metabolic Enhancers are the most important and widely used 
substances for the treatment of brain dysfunction. Among these, Carbon Dioxide has 
been used to produce an increased blood flow and blood vessel expansion. 
Dihydroergotoxine. the most widely prescribed cerebral metabolic enhancer (Jarvik & 
Winograd. 1988). causes improvemenL~ in levels of alertness. orientation. confusion. 
short-term memory. depression. anxiety. lack of motivation. agitation. dizziness. and 
motor inability (Reisberg. 1981 ). 
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Neuropeptides. proteins seceretcd by the brain. are produced in the central nervous 
system and may function a~ neurotransmitters (Jarvik & Winograd. 1988). Researchers 
have discovered that the removal of the pituitary gland may decrease learning ability in 
certain animals. Therefore. the loss of learning ability can be reversed by certain 
hormones. such as Adrenocvrttcotropic Hormone. Melanocyte-Stimulating Hormone, and 
V asoprcssin. Among these three hormones. Vasopressin was the most effective in 
improving thinking capacity. attention. concentration, and recall (Reisberg. 1981 ). 
A lack of neurotransmitters in the brain may be a cause of memory impairment in 
dementia. The natural fatty dietary substance. Lecithin. is reported to improve thinking 
processes ( Rcisberg. 1981 ) and to decrease the rate of progression of the disease 
(Weintraub et al., as cited in Jarvik & Winograd. 1988). Lecith~n is present in many foods. 
such as egg yolks, meat. and fish ( Reisbcrg. 1981 ). Another promising substance is 
Tetraltydroaminoacridine. or Tacrinc This drug inhibits the action of Cholineacetyl 
Transferase, an enzyme that breaks down Acetylcholine, and can cause significant 
improvements in memory functions. Although a high dose ofTacrine can produce 
improvements on cognitive tests, it also has side affects. such as nausea vomiting, and 
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potential liver damage. Also, the long-tenn use of anti-inflammatory drugs, such as 
Aspirin. Ibuprofen. Naproxen. Indomethacin. and Conicosteroids. may be presented to 
delay or prevent the early onset of AD (The Harvard Mental Health Letter. 1995). 
Realiry Orientation (RO) 
Reality Orientation (RO) is the most frequently used therapy in psychiatric 
treaunent. It was deveiQped in I 964 by James Folsom. who was working with veterans 
who were diagnosed with schizophrenia and mental retardation (Feil. 1993 ). His goal was 
to help institutionalized demented patients relearn personal and current orienting 
information. RO has been effective for those with mild to severe memory Joss because its 
aim is to orient persons to the present time and place. As a method for treating those who 
are mentally confused. RO is based on the belief that continually telling or showing 
cenain reminders to people with memory loss will result in an increase in interaction with 
others and improved orientation (Larkin. I 994 ). RO can be perfonned in any place. but it 
should be structured around the area in which persons with dementia spend most of their 
time. For persons who reside at home. the home environment should be simplified. and 
the caregivers should avoid major changes because~iar surroundings and a daily 
routine make people with dementia feel more secure (The Harvard Mental Health Let(er. 
\,, 
1995 ). In addition. using familiar objects. a reality-orientation board. and accessibility to' a . 
window will stimulate cognition in people with AD. In a residential facility. all personnel 
who are in contact with the patient with dementia are responsible for RO because it is a 
simple technique that repeats basic day-to-day information. such as the patient's name. 
'· .. . / 
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the time of the day. the date. and the day of the week. 
Recentl). creative aru approaches combined with RO. including art. writing. 
music. and dance, have been explored. Riegler study (as cited in Karras. 1987) showed 
that a music-based RO program caused a significant increase in orientation to the 
environment. According to Mace and Robins study (as cited in Karras. 1987), in a rank of 
I 0 activities most successful with demented clients. sing-alongs were ranked first and RO 
was ranked ninth. Therefore. the combined use of music and RO for people with 
dementia may result in increased orientation. 
Validati1m Therapy 
One of t:-.c most effective therapies for AD patients is validation therapy. It was 
developed by a gerontological social worker named Naomi Feil. According to feil, 
validation is a therapy for communicating with old-old people who are diagnosed as 
having AD and related dementia. The basic principles of validation are based on 
humanistic. behavioral. and analytical psychological theories (feil. 1989). 
feil ( 1993) classified individuals with cognitive impairments into four stages of 
disorientation. based on their behaviors: Malorientation. Time Confusion. Repetitive 
Motion. and Vegetation. In the first stage. patients who are maloriented are unhappily 
oriented to reality and are fearful of losing control. In the Time Confusion stage. patients 
lose cognitive capacities. so they are no longer holding on to reality. The Repetitive 
Motion stage is characterized by the replacement of speech by movements. which are 
used to work through unresolved conflicts. Patients in the Vegetation stage shut out the 
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world completely and give up trying to resolve{iving. Each stage has unique physical and 
' 
psychological characteristics, so different validation techniques should be used for the 
diffc:n:nt stages of di:sorientation. Among validation technique::;, music is a highly 
recommended therapeutic intervention which can be applied at any level of disorientation 
Behol'ior management 
People v.ith dementia demonstrate a variety of behaviors that often pose severe 
management problems for those who provide care. In order to provide quality care for 
persons with dementia. a systematic way of observing and managing behaviors must be 
developed (Teri. 1991 ). 
Behavior modification is a management technique which is used wuh" variety of 
populations. including children. people with developmental disabilities. and older adults. 
It defines appropriate behaviors according to social norms and is characterized as a 
system of rewards and punishments that can motivate people to alter their behaviors ( Feil. 
19931 
There are two types of behavior management approaches that can be beneficial in 
controlling disruptive behaviors in persons v.ith dementia. The first type is operant 
conditioning. v.hich was introduced by B. F. Skinner in 1938. It is based on the idea that 
people can change their behaviors depending on the consequences that follow the 
behavior. eithet in the form of a reward or punislunent (Feil. 1993 ). A second kind is a 
social-cognitive approach which was introduced by Bandura in 1986. This theory is based 
on the belief in the human capacity for self-directed behavioral changes (Corsini & 
Wedding. 2000). and suggests that people observe how others behave and then model 
their behaviors accordingly. Both behavior management approaches propose that 
behaviors arc affected by external stimuli. Therefore. it ts possible that the use of 
conditioning. social contact. regular activities. and reinforcers. such as food. music. and 
extra privileges. may be etl'cctive with elderly persons who demonstrate disruptive 
behavior.; (Stevens. Baldwin. Friedman. & Eigelsbach. 1991 ). 
f)uy care prof!rcJm.~ 
Adult day care is a service that began in the U.S. in the early 1970s. It staned as 
an altemati ve to unnecessary or premature institutionalization and was influenced by 
British day hospital programs (Lindeman. Corhy. Downing. & Sanbun •. 1991 ). 
Specialized dementia day care programs started in the mid-1980s. upon recognition of 
special needs of elderly persons who have modMate to severely impaired cognitive 
functioning skills (Lindeman. et al.. 1991 ). Persons with dementia often cannot 
adequately be served in genenc day care centers because they demand more structured 
and secure environments and specialized programs. 
Cenain considerations need to be made when planning adult day care programs. 
The activities should be designed according to each individual's needs and preferences. 
Also. the program should reinforce the participants' daily living skills. in order to 
maintain or maximize their level of functioning. Treatment should be presented in an 
adult context. although their level of functioning skills may seem to be childish 
(Lindeman. et al .. 1991 ). 
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Since day care programs provide a service that is more intensive and organized 
than simple custodial care, ~ey can assist everyone who is involved in the program, 
including the patient. the caregiver, and family members (Panella. 1987). Also, 
specialized day care programs involve an interdisciplinary treatment team. Not only do 
they provide care to participants and offer respite to caregivers, but they also provide 
information and referrals. support groups. family assistance. counseling. financial and 
legal consultation. and other types of direct services (Lindeman. et al.. 1991 ). 
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The day program helps patients to develop a sense of security. to reduce isolation. 
to socialize with peers. to function at the highest possible level. to manage behavioral 
problems. to build self-esteem, and to express a wide range"' emotions through activities. 
It also assists caregivers by providing respite time. which prevents burn-out and improves 
ani tudes. Day care staff offer support and referral to families facing crises associated with 
the care of their relative. In addition. the day care program helps the family to Jearn 
emotional coping skills and to share specific approaches that can make daily living easier 
and more enjoyable. As the disease progresses. th!! day care staff and family members 
work together to take an increasingly active role in determining the patients" care (Panella. 
\987). 
Reminiscence 
When Butler ( 1963) published an article about life review, reminiscence was 
regarded as a symptom of psychological dysfunction. Since then. a number of research 
publications have: reported the positive value of reminiscence in person~o are aged. 
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and reminiscence has b..>en used in many geriatric care facilities. Consequently. interest 
in reminiscence has grown steadily during the 1990s (Kunz. 1999). 
Soltys ( 1994} defined reminiscence as the act of recall which involves 
remembering life-influencing events. Because reminiscence can occur at any age. it 
begins a"> soon as a child starts to remember things. and continues throughout the life 
cyde (Magee. 1988 ). During the progression of dementia, short-tenn memory fades. but 
long-tenn memory remains intacl so encouraging individuals with dementia to talk about 
the past. especially their past achievements, talents. or skills, may result in positive and 
therapeutic outcomes. ·nrough reminiscence therapy. elderly people with dementia build 
self-esteem. lx>cause it allows them to focus on thi11g.~ they can remember rather than to 
he frustrated by what they cannot remember (Larkin. 19941. Reminiscence techniques are 
easy to use and can be employed by anyone willing to listen to a person who is willing to 
talk. 
According to Haight & Burnside ( 1993 ). reminiscence therapy is focused on 
providing pleasurable experiences that improves the quality of life. They also claimed that 
reminiscence therapy is best perfonned in a group. because participants can receive 
support from the leader or other group members. 
Research has been conducted on the effects of reminiscence with elderly people. 
McMahon and Rhudick ( 1964) studied the therapeutic benefits of reminiscence. They 
c:uuduc:tc:d R::;(;itn;h with 25 nO•l·institutionalized, Spanish-American War veterans. Each 
participant received a one how interview. and the contents of the interview were analyz.ed 
into three temporal references of past. present. and future. The results showed that two 
thirds of all participants talked about the remote past and that the non-depressed group 
reminisced more than the depressed participants. 
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F allot (I 980) investigated the effect of verbal reminiscence on the mood of older 
adults Thirty-six participants were interviewed, using two different conditions: 
reminiscence (talking about the past) and non-reminiscence (talking about the present and 
the future). They were then asked to complete a Mood Adjective checklist after each 
condition. The results indicated that the reminiscence group showed a decrease of anxiety 
and depression, while the non-reminiscence group showed no significant changes. 
A study by Singer. Tracz. and Dwotl.in ( 1991) reponed that the panicipation in a 
reminiscence therapy group helped members to develop feelings of acceptance, 
worthiness. and support. and to encourage sharing and relating with others. while 
minimizing personal conflict between group members. In addition, reminiscence group 
therapy provided older persons with the opportunities to learn new social roles. to renew 
social skills. and to resolve old problems. Regarding the benefits of participation in a 
reminiscence therapy group. Soltys ( 19941 also reponed that the use of peer reminiscence 
assisted in grief and conflict resolution and enhanced individuality by encouraging 
participants to share their own moments of pleasure and accomplishments. 
Reminiscence and Dementia 
Since Burtler' s early article about life review. reminiscence therapy has been 
conducted Y.ith non-<lemented populations. The first study on the effect of reminiscence 
therapy with dementia patients was conducted in I 'l7<l. and since that time. various 
studies on the effects of reminiscence therapy on persons with dementia have been 
conducted (Spector. Orrell. Davies. & Woods. 2000). 
One experimental study. done by Goldwasser. Auerbach. & Harkins ( 1987). 
reponed the positive effects of reminiscence on the level of depression in 27 elderly 
panicipants ..... ith dementia who were randomly assigned to three groups: reminiscence. 
,, 
_ _, 
supponive. and control. The two treatment groups were given 30-minutes sessions. twice 
a week. over five weeks. The difference between the two treatment groups was that the 
supponivc group was encouraged to focus on present or future events. while the 
reminiscence group was cncourageu t..> focus on past events. To collect data. the Mini-
Mental State. Reck Depression Inventory. and Katz Index of Activities of Daily Living 
were used to measure panicipants · cognitive. aiTective. and behavioral functioning. 
Results indicated that the reminiscence group panicipants showed a significant 
improvement in affect functioning. while no significant changes were found in their 
cognitive and behavioral functioning. 
Blankenship. Molinari. and Kunik (1996) studied the impact of reminiscence 
therapy on male veterans from a geropsychiatric unit of the Houston Veterans Affairs 
Medical Center. Twenty-live panieipants carried a variety of psychiatric diagnoses. but 
the largest ponion ( 48% I was diagnosed with mild dementia. The treatment gro~p. who 
received reminiscence therapy. met 12 times over a period of four weeks. The 
Reminiscence Functions Scale (RFS) was administered orally to all panicipantsjust prior 
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to hcginning tht> first session and again alier the linal session. The RFS was developed to 
measure the following seven different reminiscence factors: (I) Boredom Reduction. 
(21 Death Preparation. (3) Identity/Problem Solving. (4) ConverSation. (5) Intimacy 
Maintenance. (6) Binemess Revival. and (7) Teach/Inform. The results indicated no 
significant decrease in reminiscence factors from pretest to posttest within groups. except 
for Binemess Revival. However. the treatment group reminisced significantly more than 
the nonnal control group on most of the RFS factors. 
Music Therapy and Dementia 
Music therapy has been used as a nonpharmacolog1cal intervention for persons 
with dementia. and its benefits have been documented. This section will review the 
research that has b.:cn conducted on music therapy and dementia. 
Once the disease progresses. people '"'ith dementia may experience feelings of 
loss. rejection. withdrawal. and depression. Music can provide them with a sense of 
comfon.. a\1.-areness. familiarity. and success (Clair. 2000). Music activities that are often 
used for this population include singing. playing instruments. music listening. 
dancing/moving to music. musical games. and songwriting. In a content analysis on the 
usc: of music for persons with dementia. Brotons (2000) found that the first publications 
~uned appearing around 1986. with the highest number of publications on this topic 
occurring between 1992 and 1994. 
In a recent ~iew of literature. Lou (2000) reponed that music can help to reduce 
agitated behaviors of elderly persohi, "'ith dementia. Among the research articles that she 
reviewed. which were written from 1990 to I '998. six of the seven studies indicated 
positive improvements due to the effects of music. such as decreased agitation and 
aggressive behaviors. improved affect and cooperation. and more appropriate eating 
behaviurs. 
SinRinR 
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Singing is a valuable musical intervention because it does not require 
sophisticated musical skills or training. Therefore. it can be adapted to the patient· s level 
of functioning (Geula. as cited in Millard & Smith. 1989). For example (as cited in 
Millard & Smith. 1989), patients who have limited physical skills can still participate in 
singing sessions b> listening (Norberg. Melin. & Asplund) or by tapping their lingers or 
toes to the beat (Holmes). Singing can also cl icit responses in persons with severe. late 
stage dementia. when responses to other stimuli are non-existent (Clair. 2000). In the 
study to compare alert responses of 26 participants with late stage dementia. when 
presented with listening to familiar songs. being read newspapers, or sitting in silence. 
Clair ( 1996) reported that alert responses were the most frequent during singing. followed 
by reading. 
Other research has explored the effect of singing on people ~>.ith dementia. One 
study (Millard & Smith, 1989) investigated the influence of therapeutic group singing on 
the behavior of AD patients. Ten individuals. who resided in a nursing home. attended 
30-minute sessions. twice weekly. over a period of five weeks. The baseline condition 
consisted of discussion. while>the treatment condition consisted of therapeutic singing. 
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Two observers collected data during and after sessions. using checklists which measured 
the frequency of the following behaviors: sitting. standing still. walking alone. walking 
with others, smiles. talking to selL watching TV with others, and touches. The results 
indicated a significant diflerence between the discussion and singing groups. with the 
( 
"--·· .. 
singing group performing better in the areas of sitting and walking with others. 
Picken & Moore ( 1991 ) examined the effect of music on the memory recall of 
patients with AD. Ten panicipants were asked to recall the words of songs and poems and 
to respond to orientation questions. Each panicipant received two. 20-minute sessions. 
The results showed that the patients significantly recalled the words to the songs better 
than they '"called the poems or orientation questions. The researcher also noted that oll<•St 
patients attempted to sing, hum. or keep time while the therapist sang. regardless of their 
abilities to recall the: words of the songs. 
In one case study. Fitzgerald-Cioutier ( 1993) evaluated the effect of singing on the 
wandering behaviors of an 81-year-old woman with AD. The treatment involved 20 
singing sessions. followed by 20 reading sessions. The researcher measured the amount of 
time the panicipant stayed seated. The results showed the panicipant stayed seated 
constantly longer during the singing St.'SSions than during the reading sessions. 
Another study (Carruth. 1997) investigated the effect of singing on the face-name 
cognition abilities of elderly persons with memory impairments due to dementia and AD. 
Seven female nursing home residents panicipated in 12 individual sessions of music and 
no music conditions over a period of four weeks. The researcher used an ABA design. 
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The results indicated that four out of seven participants showed an increasing number of 
face-name cognition responses during the music condition. 
Brotons and Koger (2000) studied the effects of singing vs. conversation on 
language functioning. Twenty panicipants with AD were assigned to four music therapy 
sessions and four conversation sessions. twice a week. for a total of eight sessions. Pretest 
and posttest scores of cognitive functioning on the Mini-Mental State Examination 
(MMSE) and of language ability on the Western Aphasia Battery ( WAB) were compared. 
The results indicated that singing significantly improved performance in both the speech 
content and fluency dimensions of the spontaneous speech subscale of the W AB. while 
no .ibJlificant changes were found in the MMSE. 
PluyinR /mlrumellls 
Rhythmic activities can be a beneficial intervention. especially for those with late-
stage dementia. When persons are severely regressed. they no longer can participate in 
meaningful activities which demand physical. cognitive. or social skills (Clair. Bernstein. 
& Johnson. 1995 ). However. certain studies have indicated that playing percussion 
instruments can facilitate successful partie ipation in persons in the later stages of 
dementia. "lbcsc studies will now be discussed. 
Clair and Bernstein ( 1990) designed research to compare the duration of responses 
of persons with dementia when presented with vibrotactile. nonvibrotactile. and singing 
conditions. lbey selected six male subjects who were severely regressed. and each 
participant acted as his own control. Participants were assigned individual sessions once a 
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week for I 0 minutes. over a period of 14 weeks. The first four weeks of the sessions were 
used as a pilot study. and no data were collected. In the following 10 experimental 
sessions. the formal consisted of drum playing (2 minutes). singing (4 minutes). and drum 
playing (2 minutes). The drum was held in each participant's lap for vibrotactile 
stimulation and held in front of the participant for nonvibrotactile stimulation. The data 
showed that the participants responded significantly longer to the vibrotactile stimulation 
than to the nonvibrotactile stimulation or singing. 
Five years later. Clair. Bernstein. and Johnson ( 1995) conducted a study focusing 
on the rhythmic performance of person with severe dementia. Twenty-eight participants 
received 16 drum activity sessions. twice a week. for eight weeks. a.od served as their own 
controls. The results indicated a significant increase in participation and in participants· 
ability to imitate progressively more complex rhythmic patterns over the course of the 
Preferred Music 
Although music has been found to be beneficial for persons with dementia. there 
is absolutely no one type of music which is the most effective. because music is so well 
integrated into one"s life experiences. Therefore. it is important to determine a c liem·s 
preferred music or musical activities in order to encourage ma.""<imum par1icipation and 
enJoyment in music therapy sessions. In this segment. studies on the effects of preferred 
music .,.;11 be reviewed. 
Pollack and Namaz:i ( 1992) investigated the relationship between music 
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participation and social behaviors in persons with moderate to severe AD. Eight 
participants received six individual sessions of one or more preferred musical activities of 
singing. moving to music. and playing instruments. Their frequency of behaviors was 
measured before and after each music session. The results indicated that the ir social 
behaviors significantly increased and their nonsocial behaviors decreased after the music 
therapy. Also. the participants exhibited increased rates of smiling. eye contact. and 
verbal feedback. such as expressing pleasure. during the music therapy so:ssions. 
Clark. l.ipc. and Bilbrey ( 1993) investigated the dli.:cts of preferred music in 
aggressive behaviors in persons with dementia. Eighteen participants were randomly 
scheduled for obso:rvation during their bath time. over a perivd of four weeks. The 
researchers observed a total of20 bathing conditions: I 0 of preferred music and I 0 of no 
music. The results showed a significant decrease in aggressive behaviors during the music 
condition. Also. caregivers reported that the participants positively responded to the 
music by smiling. dancing. and clapping. and showed increased cooperation with the 
bathing procedures during the music condition. 
Brotons and Pickett-Cooper ( 1994) studied the musical preferences of 20 elderly 
persons with AD. Participants attended five 30-minute sessions. wliich consisted of hello 
songs and one musical activity from the following: singing, playing instruments. 
dancing/moving to music. playing musical games. and composing/improvising. They 
were then asked to state their level of enjoyment. using a Iikert scale. The results showed 
that they panicipaltd more actively when playing instruments, dancing/moving to music. 
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and when musical games were presented. 
.. 
Thomas. Heitman. and Alexander ( 1997) evaluated the effects of music on 
bathing cooperation in people with middle-stage dementia. Fourteen elderly people were 
assessed on the following four dependent variables: aggressive. physically nonaggressive. 
verbally aggressive. and hiding/hoarding. Based on information from their families. 
preferred music was played prior to and during each participant" s entrance into the 
bathing room. The results indicated a significant decrease in aggressive behaviors while 
the music was playing. while nonaggressive. verbally aggressive. and hiding!hording 
behaviors were not affected by the music. 
( "omhined Musical Interventions 
In the preceding pages. related literature has been presented on the effects of 
specific types of individual musical interventions. In this section. studies exploring the 
effects of combined musical interventions will be discussed. 
Groene ( 199 3) compared the effect of music and reading on the wandering 
behaviors of 30 AD patients. Each participant received seven individual sessions. Tht> 
participants were divided into the two groups: a reading group and a music group that 
included such activities as singing. playing percussion instruments. listening. and 
movement. The results indicated that the participants in the music group remained seated 
or in close proximiry to the session area significanlly longer than those who were in the 
reading group. 
Lord and Gamer (I 993) investigated the effects of music on memory. social 
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interaction, and mood in persons with AD. Sixty participants were randomly assigned to 
three groups: music, puzzle-play, and controL The music sessions consisted of singing 
and playing rhythm instruments. while the other two groups were engaged in puzzles and 
common recreational activities. All group members were evaluated by a questionnaire 
given orally belore and after the treatment sessions. The resuhs showed that the music 
group perfonned significantly better on the questionnaire. which measured memory 
recall. Also. the music group exhibited more social behaviors. such as smiling. laughing. 
singing. dancing. whistling. and talking. 
In 1996. Brotons and Pickett-Copper conducted a study to examine the cOccts of 
music on the agitation behaviors of people "1ih AD. Forty-seven participants were 
involved in live 30-minute music therapy sessions. which consisted of the singing. 
dance/movement. musical games. composition/improvisation. and playing instruments. 
Each participant's behaviors was recorded before. during. and after the music therapy 
sessions. The resuhs indicated that the participants· agitated behaviors significantly 
decreased during and after the music therapy sessions. 
Hanson. Gfeller. Woodworth. Swanson, and Garand ( 1996) investigated the 
effectiveness of movement. rhythm. and singing on the level of responses in persons with 
AD. Fifty-one participants participated in small groups for 12 weeks. and their 
participation was recorded into the five categories of high response. low response. passive 
involvement. passive disruption. and active disruption. The results showed a significantly 
higher response during the movement activities. while more passive responses were 
reported during the singing activities. The researcher also noted that participants were 
more purposefully involved during the rhythm and singing activities. 
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Clair and Ebberts ( 1997) examined the effects of musical interventions on the 
interaction between late-stage dementia patients and their family caregivers. Fifteen 
couples participated in eight music therapy sessinns. which included initial conversation. 
singing. dancing. playing rhythm instruments. and follow-up conversation. During the 
pretest and posnest. all caregivers were asked to rate their satisfaction with the group 
sessions. The results showed that the caregivers· participation was significantly higher 
during the music therapy than during the conversation segments. h 1#aS also noted that the 
care ~eivers "'ere more responsi"e tv the touch initiated by their caregivers during the 
music therapy segment. furthermore. the caregivers reponed higher satisfaction with their 
visits following the music therapy sessions. 
S<Jni(WrllinK 
Typical musical interventions for persons "'ith dementia include singing: 
listening. and instrument playing (Silber & Hes. 1995 ). However. songwriting can 
facilitate the recovery of re;;:-cssed material (Apprey & Apprey. as cited in Schmidt. 1983) 
and can provide an open-ended experience which can be adapted to each participant's 
levels of interest and functioning (Ficken. as cited in Schmidt. 1983). Song writing can be 
used in group settings because it helps to promote group cohesiveness. self-esteem. and 
appropriate behaviors Some techniques include analyzing lyrics. writing new lyrics. 
partially changing lyrics. or creating simple melodies (Schmidt. 1983). Because persons 
wilh dementia usually lack cogqitive and creative abilities. songwriting is not a 
commonly used technique (Silber & Hes. 1995). However. studies have been conducted 
on the effects of songwriting on persons with dementia. 
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Silber and Hes ( 1995) conducted weekly music therapy sessions with the group of 
12 tu 14 panicipants in moderate stages AD. Each participant was encouraged to 
verbalize when writing songs or poems. Sessions consisted of physical e:-<ercises to 
rhythmic music. songwriting. and relaxation with soothing music. The songwriting 
segment lasted no longer !han 25 minutes due to the participants' limited attention span. 
The researchers noted that wmc members who did not participate in the writing SL-emed 
to ~njoy singing the songs .. !ler they were complcu:d. They suggested that the participants 
parttally and tempororily overcame their apparent cognitive deficits by utili zing an intact 
portion of their brains. In addition. the songwriting process provided opportunities for 
socialization. interaction. and communication. 
Duncin}{/ Muvinj! 10 Mu.rh' 
Even when a person loses the ability to participate in musical activities. such as 
singing. one still can move rhythmically to music (Clair. 1996). That is because rhythmic 
behaviors remain intact longer than other musical behaviors. According to t:-yre (as cited 
in Karras. 1987). confused and agitated persons. who arc unable! to focus !heir attention 
may be helped by movement and touch because tactile stimuli can have a calming effect 
on the nervous system. When dancing is not possible due to physical limitations, people 
can still participate by moving their feet or swinging their arms to the music. 
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ln one studv {as c ited in Clair. 1996). Clair. Tebb. and Bernstein examined the 
-
effects of dancing to music in per.;ons with AD and their caregiving spouses. Four 
couples panicipated in ballroom dancing once a week for eight weeks Although AD 
patients were mostly confused and unable to canyon conversations with their spouses. 
lhe C3l'egiving spouses reported that lhc music thempy ~s.<ions provided them the 
opportunity to enjoy dancing together and to help reestablish emotional int ima~y. 
Reminiscence and Music 
As discu.<scd earlier. reminiscence can be a valuable intervention for persons with 
dementia . A reminiscence therapist usually choose themes to provide a structure for 
d1scussion. These oi1dnes may be enhanced by adding resources to trigger responses 
1 McAllister. I 990). Kunz ( 1999) used the tenn "reminiscence march .. to represem a 
sensory stimulus which connects individuals to memories. Music is a highly 
recommended reminiscence material because it can produce a more immediate reaction 
than other media. such as pictures (McAllister. 1990 ). According to Rcisberg las cited in 
Milliard 6:. Smith. 1989). music can be an effective way to encourage reminiscing. Also. 
positive effects of music on elderly people with dementia have bt.-.:n documented (Karras. 
1987: Feil. 1993: Clair. 1996). Although music and reminiscence separately have been 
used as positive therapeutic interventions for elderly per.;ons with dementia. little research 
on the combination of music therapy with reminiscence has been conducted. 
Wylie ( 1990) investigated the effects of various separate stimuli on the frequency 
of reminiscence in nursing home residents. Sixty residents were assigned to one of four 
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stimulus conditions: old songs. antique objects. historical summaries. and general 
questions The study was completed in one session. The responses of each partieipant 
were recorded and later transcribed according to I 0 dependent variables : the total number 
of remoniscence statements. and the number of references to relatives. nonrelativcs. places 
VISited. places not visited. personal events. historical/cultural events. childhood activities. 
adulthood activities. and objects. The results indicated statistically significant differences 
between cnnditions for the total number of statements and for the number of references to 
nonrelatives. h1storicallcuhural events. personal events. adulthood activities. and places 
visited . Ovcrall. partic ipants responding to the gcncral qucstions condition tended to 
reminisce ;,onger Old songs prnduced the highest number of references to adulthoou 
activi ties . The participants reminisced thc most about perwnally expcnenccd events and 
activities in which they participutcd or by which they were affected. 
Kanman ( 199 I 1 dcscribt.-d music as a posiri vc therapeutic intervention. along " ith 
reminiscence. for elderly peopk He daims that reminiscing can cnablc older persons to 
recapture valued parts of themselves. giving them a renewed sense of identity and self-
worth. Music may build l>n the positive and ph:asurnblc aspects of reminiscence. Topics 
foro. music-based reminiscenc( ~;roup may include events of a specific year. particular 
eras. rites of passage cdchrations. and acti,·ities of the season. Artifacts and props are 
additional tools that can complement the musical memories. Music can stimulate 
memories through playing. listening. singing. or discussion. Also. reciting song texts and 
lyric analysis are helpful strategies to facilitate group discussion. Karras ( 1987) also 
--
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commented on the value of music in reminiscence groups. She claimed that music is a 
good prop to encourage reminiscence because it can create an atmosphere. memories. and 
feelings about the past. 
Ash ida (2000) examined the effect of reminiscencc:-foc.used music therapy 
sessions on depressive symptoms in elderly persons with dementia. Twenty 
participanl~ were assigned to one of four small groups. and depression measurements 
were taken over a period of three weeks using the Cornell Scale for Depression in 
Dementia. One pretest and two posnest phases were included in the research design. 
During the t"''O weeks of pretest and posnest I phases. no treatment was given. However. 
ft . .; Jaily reminiscence music therapy sessions were administered to particq..our.ts in the 
third week of the posttest 2 phase. The researcher compared the differences between the 
pretest. posnest I. and posttest 2 scores. The results indicated a significant decrease in 
depression between pretest and posltcst 2. as well as between posttest I and posttcst 2. 
Therefore. this stud) showed that participation in reminiscence with music can 
significantly help to reduce depressive symptoms in elderly persons with dementia. 
'-
'Purpose 
Despite the fact that music and reminiscence have effectively been used as 
• I 
separate therapeutic interventions for people with dementia. the combination of 
reminiscence ...,;th m~.q;ic has received little scholarly attention. Therefore. the researcher 
combined those two interventions to determine the effect of music and reminiscence on 
the mood of elderly persons with dementia. This study attempted to answer the following 
questions: 
noes remin iscence alone a ffect mood? 
2. Oo.:s the combinat ion of mu..~ic and reminiscence affect mood~ 
3 Arc there significant differences in mood between the music and 
r~minoscence group and the reminiscence group'! 
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4 . Arc there significant differences in mood befi1r~ and aticr each session. within 
groups'! 
Accordmg to these research questions. the: fo llowing null hypothese1> wen: 
estahlishc:d 
I . There will h.: no significant ditTcrcncc hetween pretest ao ,J posnest sell rcs 
within each group lor the dependen t variables of anger. confusoon. and 
happiness. 
~ There will he no significant difference between the control. reminiscence. and 
music and reminiscence groups fnr the dependent variables of anger. 
confusion. and happont."SS. 
Participanl.f 
CHAPTER Ill 
METHOD 
The panicipants for this study were I 0 nursing home residents. one male and 
nine females. who were residents of the Denton Good Samaritan Village. To participate. 
the volunteers had to meet five selection criteria: (I I 65 years or older. (2) diagnosis in 
early stage of dementia. (3) able to communicate verbally. (4) oriented to present most of 
the time. and (51 on no medication that impairs cognitive state. The participants were 
randomly assigned to one of three groups: music and reminiscence. reminiscence. and 
control. 
The study was conducted in the activity room at the Denton Good Samaritan 
Village. Materials used for the reminiscence with music group included visual props, 
song sheets. a compact disk and cassene tape player. compact disks or cassene tapes from 
the 1930s through the I 960s. and the piano. For the reminiscence without music group. 
visual aides and song sheets were used. 
Procedure.~ 
The two treatment groups received two 30-minute sessions per week. over nine 
weeks. Each panicipant was asked to indicate his/her mood level using the Visual 
Analogue Mood Scales (YAMS) (Hooper. 19931 before staning each session. For the 
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music and reminiscence group. the order of treatment was: (I 1 introduce topic. (2) show 
visual props. ( 3) music listening or singing experiences. ( 41 discussion. and (5) singing. 
The strategy for the reminiscence only group was the same. hut focused entirely on verbal 
discussion. without the musical activities. The topics. which were chosen from the text 
/Jown Memory !.am· (Karras. 19961. included childhood. fa~hions. holidays. home and 
home town. the movies. school days. sports. vacations. and working (see Appendix D). 
These topks were chosen to evoke pleasant memories. A tier each session. the participants 
were asked to indicate their mood using the V AMS. 
ln.Hrllmt'nt 
To measure the participants· mood states.,;,,_ researcher used a modi lied version 
of the Visual Analogue Mood Scales (V AMS ). which were designed li>r language or 
cognitively impaired persons to measure mood states (Hooper. 19931. The scales measure 
the eight mood states of sadness. tension. fear. anger. confusion, energy. fatigue. and 
happiness. Each of the scales is presented as a vertical I 0 em line with simple faces 
depicting a neutral mnod state on the top and the individual mood state on the bottom (see 
f 
Appendix El According to Stem. I looper. and Morey (as cited in Hooper. \993 ). this 
scale has been found to be a reliable and valid measurement of mood in a group of normal 
young volunteers. In this study. th~: research~r modified the instrument to measure the 
three moods of anger. confusion. and happiness. 
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De.fign 
The study used a repeated measures. pretest-posttest control-group design 
(Hanser & Wheeler. I 995 ). The independent variables were !he two treatments 
conditions: music and reminiscence. and reminiscence. The dependent variables were the 
three mood responses: anger. confusion, and happiness. The mood responses for each 
panicipant were measured 30 minutes apart. before and after each of the eighteen 
sessions. The members of !he conlrOI group also had !heir mood responses measured 30 
minutes apart on the same days as the treatment group participants. 
Data ( "ollertion 
The data were analyzed using a reiat~;d means /-test to compare within group 
responses and a multivariate analysis of varianco: ( MANOV A) to compare lx'lween group 
responses. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Hftcen panicipants. two males and 13 females. aged 65-90. originally volunteered 
for the study. They were divided into three groups, with live panicipants per group. 
During the course of the study. certain participants could not attend all of the sessions. 
Therefore. only scores from 10 panicipants. one male and nine females who attended a 
minimum of 13 out of 18 sessions. were used for the data analysis. Three partic ipants 
remained in each of the reminiscence and control groups. with four in the music and 
remm1scence group 
Pretest and posnest data wuc collected at every session and then calculatc:d into 
weekly mean scores for each dependent variable. The first null hypothesis was as follows : 
There will be: no significant difference bc:tween pretest and posnest scores within each 
group for the dependent variables of anger. confusion. and happiness. To determine 
di ncrences within groups from pretest to posllcst. a related means t-test was used (sec 
Tables 1-3). The results indicate that the music and reminiscence group experienced a 
significant difference between pretest and posucst scores (p=.O 131 for the dependent 
variable of happiness. No other significant dincrences were found within groups. 
However, the difference b-etween confusion scores for the control !.\roup was close to 
being significant (p=.079). 
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Table I 
Related means l·test Scores for Music and Reminiscence group 
Mean 
Variance 
Degree of freedom 
1 Statistic 
• p= 05 
Table 2 
Anger 
Pre Post 
1.100 1.029 
0.144 0.013 
40 
1.063 
Confusion 
Pre Post 
1.329 1.057 
0.984 0.1 14 
42 
1.531 
Related means Hest Scores for Reminiscence group 
Mean 
Variance 
Degree of freedom 
1 Statistic 
p=.OS 
Anger 
Pre Post 
1.192 1.039 
0.261 0.039 
I 432 
Confusion 
Pre Post 
1.308 1.230 
0.721 0.684 
50 
0.330 
Happiness 
Pre Post 
2.200 3.157 
2.224 2.745 
67 
·2.540• 
Happiness 
Pre Post 
4 153 4.480 
2.055 1.410 
48 
·0.896 
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Table 3 
Related means Hest Scores for Control group 
Mean 
Variance 
Degree of freedom 
t Statistic 
p~.os 
Anger 
Pre Post 
I I I 1 
0 I 80 
1.074 
0 071 
44 
0.384 
Confusion 
Pre Post 
1926 1407 
1514 0732 
46 
1.798 
Happiness 
Pre Post 
) 537 
2.440 
4 .130 
1492 
49 
-1553 
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The second null hypothesis was a~ follows: There will be no significant d ifference 
between the control. reminiscence. and mus1c and reminiscence groups for the dependent 
variables of anger. confusion. and happiness. To determine the diflerenccs bt:tween 
groups. data were analyzed using a multi variate analysis of variance (MAN OVA)( see 
Table 4 ). The results indicate no significant effect of reminis~ence or music and 
reminiscence on the mood of the panicipants. 
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Table 4 
Multivariate Analysis of Variance Scores o f Between-Subjects Effects 
Anger Confusion Happiness 
Degree of freedom 2 2 2 
F 0.546 2.223 1.686 
Significance 0.581 0.115 0.191 
p-.05 
' 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY. DISCUSSION. AND RECOMMENDATION 
Summary 
This study investigated the effects of music and remmisccncc on the mood of 
elderly persons with dementia. Ten partic ipants were randomly a.'<.o;igned into threo: groups. 
and the two treatment groups had two 30-minutc music therapy sessions per week. over 
nmo.: weeks The music and reminiscence treatment consisted of ( 1) introduction of topic. 
1:!) visual props presentation. (J) music listening or singmg. ( 4) discussion. and 
( 5) smging. fhc only d ifference between the two treatment groups was the mvolvement 
,,f music 13ecause musical activities were only tncluded in the mustc anu r·.mmiscence 
grnup. the reminiscence group was given song lyrics. hut did not sing the songs. Before 
and after each session. all pantcipants were a~kcd to indicate their level of anger. 
confusion. and happiness on the Visual Analogue MClod Scales (VAMS) (Hooper. 199) ). 
The colk-..:ted data were analyzed to ftnd the effects of the music and reminiscence 
within groups and hetwcen groups. To detcnninc the difference within groups. a related 
means 1-test was used. The results indicated a significant difference in the happiness scale 
for the music and reminiscence group. while no other significant differ~nces were found. 
l'o detenn ine the d ifference between groups. a multivariate analysis of variance 
( MANOV A) was used. The resu lts shOw<!d no significant effects of reminiscence or 
music and reminiscence on the mood of the ?articipunts. 
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Discussion 
lbe purpose of this study was to determine the effects of music and reminiscence 
on the mood of elderly persons with dementia. lbe results showed a significant and 
. 
positive difference between pretest and posttest happiness scores for the music and 
reminiscence grt1up. while no other significant diOi:rences within groups or between 
groups were found. However. various factors may have affected the results of this study. 
First of all. the size of san1ple was small. Only I 0 participants completed the study. 
so it would be difficuh to generali1.c the results to other clients. In addition. the interval 
between the pretest and posnest was shon. only 30 minutes apan. and the moods of the 
participants tended to remain stable. It is possible that the time uotcrval wru; not long 
enough to reflect changes in mood. 
Regarding the recruiting of the panicipants. the actual use of the tenn "demcntia .. 
was a possible deterrent to panicipation. When the researcher visited potential 
panicipants to explain the study. many of them volunteered to participate. However. 
when they were asked to sign the consent fonn. some of the same residents refused to 
sign it because of the term "dementia" in the title. lbey said they were not demented. Due 
to that. the number of anticipated panicipants decreased by half. 
The personality characteristics of each group membership was a factor that 
seemed to influence the resu!ts. For example. all control group panicipants were 
compliant when asked to complete the V AMS. However. some of panicipants in the 
other two groups were not as obliging. When asked to point out their mood state on the 
scak. som~ of them seemed 1rntated and would say .. the same .. without looking at the 
pictures. 
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The dynam1cs and makeup of each g.roup also seemed to d11Ter The mus1c and 
remm1scence group members were acllvcly involved m the sessiOns When the members 
came into the room. they greeted each other and asked how the other group memhers 
wen: feeling . During the session. they shared memories and even a..~ked questions of each 
other In the reminiscence group. however. there was one participant who mostly asked 
unrelated questions. and the others seemed to be bothered by her behaviors. As a result. 
there wa~ I ... ss interaction hetw ... tm members in that group 
l"hc treatments occurred tn the mommg: 9: .lO-Jt, O<) am for the mustc and 
n:minisccncc group and control group and 1 0:30-11 :00 am li1r thr.: rcmmiscencc group. on 
Thursdays and hidays. over the course of nin._. weeks. In the morning. the participants 
were accustomed to doing whatever they wanted. whi.:h was usually watching TV or 
slcepi ng. Some of the participants were not able to adjust to this change: in their daily 
routine. and the: treatment seemed to invade their free time. In addition. having sessions 
two days in a row with the same topic did not help to maintain the participants· attention 
The participants also seemed bored and irritated with the same treatment procedures over 
the course of the nine weeks. 
Regarding the reminiscence topics. s~me of the topics chosen by th~ researcher for 
discussion did not seem to relate to the participants" life experiences. The majority had 
lived in rural settings. and the women had mostly been housewives. so certain topics like 
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vatations. working. and fashions were not always relevant and seemed to limit the 
distussions. Also. the related music was selected by the researcher. so the selections may 
not have been familiar with some of the panicipants. These unfamiliar songs may have 
prevented the participants from enjoying the singing activity. 
Due to the nature of dementia. the participants needed regular reminders to allend 
the music therapy St.-ssions. For the first five weeks. activity staff members reminded and 
transported the participants to the activity room before the sessions began. liowever. the 
staff got busy during the final four weeks. and they were not able to assist the researcher. 
Therefore. the researcher had to visit and ask each participant to come to the session. 
Some partie ipants were not as compliant with the researcher as they had been with the 
acttvity staff. and the researcher couldn't force the participants to attend. Consequently. 
th.: auendante significantly dropped after the fifth week. and five participants had to he 
.:xduded from the data analysts due to excessive absences. 
The researcher had conducted music therapy sessions previously at this facility 
and was familiar to the partitipants. They understandably expected the sessions to be like 
their other music therapy sessions. which consisted of a variety of musical activities. such 
as singing. listening. moving to music. discussing the music. and playing instruments. 
llo"ever. the structur.: and procedures of the treatments were very different. The 
parttc ipants in the music and reministcnce group sang or listened to only one song in 
l-ach session. and most of the time they were engaged in discussion. In addition. the 
rcmmistence group members were not allowed to have any musical experiences. When 
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the researcher recited the I yrics of a song. the reminiscence group members were eager to 
sing the song. so the researcher had to explain the nature of the study and the reason why 
they could not sing or listen to the music. It was probably a big disappointment for them. 
Finally. the setting may have influenced the results of the study The activtty room 
where the music therapy sessions were conducted wa.~ used for diverse purposes: a.• a 
lounge for stall residents. and visitors; a.' an activity room for arts and crafts; as a 
medical consultant room for nurses and stall and as a conference room f()r staff meetings. 
Although the door of the activity room was closed during the session for the purpose of 
mformin~; people not to come in and creaung a quiet and activity-focllsed envtronment. a 
constant stream of people came in and out of the room. A I so. the intercom system 
interminently sounded throughout the sessions. and it was dillicult to keep the 
partictpants fmm being distracted. 
Recommendations 
Although the musit and reminiscence group showed a significant and positive 
difference between the pretest and posttest .<cores of the dcf'lt'"d'•nt variahl·· of happin ... ss. 
the researcher recommends revisions before future replication of the study is conducted. 
Regarding the methodology. there should be more distinct di!Terences between 
the two treatment groups. It was difficult to determine the cfTect of th" music by only 
singing nr listening 10 one song per session. To dt:termine the effect o: the music. the 
music and reminiscence group should not be limited to only one musical activity. ·They 
could have had other reminiscence-based musical experiences. such as playing 
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instruments or moving to music. Also. the recitation of song lyrics might have affected 
the mood of the reminiscence group members because they were not allowed to sing or 
listen to fhose tunes. Therefore. the reminiscence group should depend only on discussion. 
without music-related activities. 
In addition. the· sample size was too small. Only I 0 persons met the requirements 
for completion. so it would be difficult to generali7.e the results. Also. the length of the 
treatment period and the frequency of the sessions should be considered. Since the study 
yielded consistent mood states in most of the sessions. shonening the length of the 
treatment period or reducing the number of th~ weekly sessions is recommended. Also. a 
less distractive environment may produce more active involvement and group interaction 
among the group members. 
As the aging population grows. so does the number of persons with dementia 
Man~ interventions have been used with this population. and music and reminiscence 
have been reponed as positive and ctTective therapeutic tools. Therefore. replication of 
tnis stud~ with a more eflectivc methodology is highly recommended. 
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Denton 
Good Samaritan 
Village 
May 22, 2000 
Ms Hwa-Jin Lee 
I OS S Bonnie Brae #C 
Denton. TX 76201 
Dear. Ms Lee 
2500 H- Olivo 
Ott\ton. Tl< 7620t .0139 
~3·2651 ,non. 
~·342·1300/U 
In your response to your letter of May 4 We at Denton Good Samaritan Village 
welcome your research of elderly person with dementia. Good Samaritan is always 
interested in current studies & research in this area. 
We have ar least 25 residents who fit the criteria for your research We look forward to 
hearing from you. after you have obtained approval form the Human Subjects Review 
Committee 
APPENDIX B 
Approval Letter from Human Subjects Review Committee 
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TEXAS WOMAN'S 
UNIVERSITY 
HUMA~ Sl;BJECTS 
REVIEW COMM!TIEE 
r.o eo, ~25619 
Oton1on. T"X 7610-l · ~l'i 
rho•• 940/ 69S· JJ:7 
f.l\ ~~t): SVS· ~ 1t~ 
July 7. 2000 
Ms. Hwa-J.n Le~ 
105 S. Bonme Br:te 14C 
Denton, TX 76201 
Dear Ms. L~~ . 
Re The £flut of Music and Remiuis~11Cl' 011 tloe Mood of Elderly Persons with Demenlia 
The abo\'~ refNenced study has been re•·iewed by a comminec of the lnstorutional Rcvocw Board (lRB) 
and appears 10 meet our requorements in regard to protection of indoviduals' rights. 
If applicable, agency approval leners obtained should be submitted to the IR.B upon receipt prior to any 
dat:i collecuon at that agency. The signed consent forms and an il!Uiu~llfinal report arc to be filed with 
the Insuruuonal Review Board at the completion of the srudy. A copy of your newly approved consen t 
fonn has been stamped as approved by th.e IRB and is attached to this letter. Please use this fonn which 
has the mcs( "'cent approval date stamp when obtaining consent from your subjects 
Thos approvalos '"ahd one year from the date ofthos letter. Furthermor<:, accordmg to HHS regulations. 
another rev>ew b)' the JRB is requ>rcd if your project changes. If you have any qucst>ons, please feel 
fr~e to call the Jnstotuuonal Revtew Board al the phone number listed above. 
Sonc~rcly, 
Ur L>ncla J<ubm, Ll1311 
I nsutuuonal Rc>'Jcw Board · Denton 
cnc 
cc Dr R>chard Rodean. Dt'panmcnt of Perfomung Arts 
N•ckt Cohen. Department of Pcrformmg Ails 
Gr.ldualc School 
A C4."turrrlN"rhr..- PuNK U•m.....,.•ty Pwnt~.rd!l fvr \•'l"mtn 
J'\n £4:wl 0s"J<~~:II'1umlyJA/fi,.uumv A ·tll'rt ltnJwWy."f •• 
APPENDIX C 
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TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY 
SUBJECT CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 
Title of Study: 
I nve.~tigator: 
Advisor: 
The Effect of Music and Reminiscence on the Mood of Elderly 
Persons with Dementia 
Hwa-Jin Lee ... .... ..... ........ .... . ............. .. . ..... 940-387-4430 
Nicki S. Cohen, Ph.D . .. .. ..... ... .. .. . . ...... . . . .... 940-898-2523 
To potential participants in this study: 
The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of music and reminiscence 
on the mood of elderly persons with dementia. You will be randomly assigned to one 
of three groups: reminiscence with music, reminiscence without music, Bn4control. 
Participants of the two treatment groups will have two 30-minute sessions per week, 
over a period of ten weeks, and the total time commitment will be I 0 hours. Pretest 
and posnest measurements for each participant will be collected using the Visual 
Analogue Mood Scales. There are slight differences in the treatment plan between 
groups hecause of nature of the study. For the reminiscence with music group, the 
order of treatment will be: (l) introduce topic, (2) show visual props, (3 ) musical 
listening. moving, and singing experiences, ( 4) discussion, and ( 5) singing. The 
strategy for the reminiscence without music group will be the same, but will focus 
entirely on verbal discussion, without musical activities. Members of the control 
group will hllvc their n::sponses measured on the same days as the treatment 
participants, for a total time conirniunent o( approximately 30 minutes . This study is 
completely voluntary to all participants. Your identity will be kept anonymous, and a 
pseudonym will be used rather than your real name. The results will be stored in a 
secure area and will be shredded, and any identifying data stored on disk.ene will be 
erased by 613012005. Confidentiality will be protected to the extent that is allowed by 
law. Possible risks in this study involve loss of confidentiality, loss oftime, 
participant fatigue, producing anxiety from not remembering, and evoking unpleasant 
memories. To compensate these, you will be assigned at times which do not conflict 
with other activities, will be allowed to take a break for as long as you need, will be 
asked general questions rather than specific questions, or will be allowed to leave the 
session. Potential benefits for participants include producing positive changes in self-
esteem and affect. maintaining active involvement. improving social, emotional, and 
cognitive skills, and decreasing behavior problems. You will be given a copy of the 
consent form if you choose to sign it. · 
The researchers will try to prevent any problem that could happen because of 
this research. You should let the researchers know at once if there is a problem and 
they will help you. However, TWU does not provide medical services or financial 
assistance for injuries that might happen because you are taking part in this research. 
, .. , ·--~ 
------~7.21100 
Subject Initials 
• 
If you have any questions about the RSearCh study you should ask the 
researchers: their phone numbers are at the top of this form. If you have questions 
about your rights as a subject or the way this study has been conducted, you may 
contact Ms. Tracy Lindsay in the Office of Research & Grants Administration at 940-
898-3377 or e-mail HSRC@twu.edu. 
I may withdraw from the study at any time with no penalty or loss of benefits. 
An offer has been made to answer all my questions and concerns . 
.,---·-·---- --
Signature of Participant Date 
Signature of Guardian Date 
The above consent form was read. discussed. and signed in my presence. In 
my opinion, the person signing said consent form did so freely and with full 
knowledge and understanding of its contents. 
Signature of Investigator 
Awo.ood bylho 
Tuaa Woman'• URv011JI)' 
---• July 7, 2000 
Uate 
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Childhood 
Music: Coming 'Round the Mountain 
Oh' Susanna 
Vi sua I Props: 
Toys: marbles. jump rope. piggy bank. yn-yo. china doll 
Children· s stories: Winnie the Pooh. Beauty and the Beast. Cinderella 
()ucstions: 
I. Did ynu whistle as a child'' ('an you still whistle'' 
2 Did you go for a hay ride·• 
3. llow did you wear your hair'! 
4. What was your first haircut like'' Did you go to barbershop'' What were the 
barbershops like'.' 
5. How did you celebrate your birthday when you were growing up'' Did you 
ever have a party on your birthday'' 
tl. What c:hores did you do around the: house·• (c:lo:aning your room. washing 
windows. babysitling. milking cow. et<:. 1 
7 Did you get an allowance or money l(lr doing chores'' 
8. I low much was your allowance. and how did you usually spend ir.> 
Q. Did you sav.: your money lor something special in a piggy bank? 
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Fashions 
Music: Five Foot Two. Eyes of Blue 
Button Up Your Overcoat 
Visual Props: 
Pictures of people living in the 1920s through 19SOs 
Gloves. parasol. purses. fashion maga7jnes. department store catalog 
Clothes: corset. stocking.~ with back seams. slicker. house dress 
Hats: cloche hat. beret. wide brim hat 
Shoes: house shoes. galoshes. lace boots 
Questions · 
I What did you wear as a child. tccnal:\cr. and a young adult"' 
Did your parc:1ts tak.: you shopping to buy your clothes"' 
' 
.' D1d somebody make your clothes·> 
\\'here did you usually shop for cloth<!s·• (catalog. store) 
D1d you shop for the same kind of clothes or did you like to huy whatever 
\\3S the latest thing'' 
b D1d your parents ever disapprove of how you dressed"? 
7. Ho'' d1d you dress when you were going to school or work., 
8 Did ) uu have a dress cod.: for school or work'' 
9 Did vou make clothes for vour children or for \'oursclr' 
. . . 
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Holidays 
Music: Amazing Grace 
White Christma~ 
Visual Props: 
Santa Claus suit. Christmas tree ornaments (stars. angels). lights. tinsel 
Easter basket. colored eggs. Jack ()'lantern. 
Valentines· day decorations (hearts. cupid) 
Photographs of people cdehrating holidays 
()ucst ions: 
I. 
3 
4 
5. 
6. 
7. 
K. 
9. 
Would you name some of the holida~s·> 
What is your favorite holiday'? 
Who rnadc Thanksgiving a national holida} ·? 
What is your favorite pan of Thanksgiving·> 
What do you like to cat on Thanksgivint;'.' 
Do you nave somcthint; to he thankful for'' 
What do you like about Cnristma~·· 
Have you ever had snow on Christmas day'' 
Did you ha"c a stocking for a present'' What did you get in your stocking? 
I 0. What pn:sents did you receive'! 
II. What presents did you give to your family or friends? 
12. How did you celebrate the holidays'' (food. special activities) 
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Home Sweet Home & My Home Town 
Music: Home. Sweet Home 
Home on the Range 
Visual Props. 
Obj~ts: ··Home Sweet Home" sign. iron. tea pot. gas light. cross stitch sampler. 
old telephone. old radio. double boiler. bell. milk bottle. crochet hook 
Ptctures: transponation (horse. buggy. bicycl~). drug store. schoolhouse. fairs. 
town square. general store. houses. churches 
Que-stions. 
I. Tell us about your home and your family . 
, Did you live with only your parents and siblings. or were there other 
relauvcs in the home'.' 
, . What was your favorite food that your mother made'' 
.:1 Did vou help your mother make the meals'' 
" Where wen: you born'.' Did you grov. up there'' 
6 What li.md of events took place re!Jularly in your hometown'' (state fair. 
decuons. parades. 4'" nf July lin~works. etc.) 
7 What kmd of transponauon did your tov.n have'.' (bus. trolley) 
' 
Music: Over the Rainbow 
Singing In the Rain 
Visual Props. 
The Movies 
Pictures from movies: Gone with the Wind. The Sound of Music 
Pictures of movie stars: Fred Astaire. Charlie Chaplin. Bing Crosby. Doris Day. 
Clark (iable. Judy Garland. Vivian Leigh. Ginger Rogers. Shirley Temple 
Movie soundtrac:ks: Oklahoma. The Sound of Musi~: 
()uestions: 
I. Did any of you ever g•.l tn a nickelodeon'' !low much did you pa)' for it'' 
What did you see? 
2. Did you sec any silenl movies'' I low were they diiTcrenl from talkmg 
movies'.' 
.1. Was there live music during the silent movies'' 
4. Who were your favorite ach>rs and/or actresses'.' Name some movies in 
whi~:h this person (those people) starred. 
5. I lave any of you ever seen lilm stars in person·~ Did you 1,\Ct their 
autographs'' 
6. How much did you pay for the movies·' 
7. What was your favorite movie? 
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• 
8. Did you want to be an actor or actress" What kind of person did you want to 
be in the movies: 
--. ·~ 
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School Days 
Mus1c: Bicycle Built for fwo 
School Days 
V 1sual Props: 
I lbjects: chalk. slate. text bonks. alphabet chan. maps. school pennams. 
school T·shirt. mulliphcallnn table. bottle of ink. mus~eal instruments 
Photographs: class. schoolhouse 
(.)u.:suons. 
I. 
, 
llow did you gel to school'' 
Wen: there s~.:hool bells lo !ell you when school started'' 
Did any of you go to a onr-rnom s~:hoolhuusc'' How man) \\err in lht: 
classroom'' I low did !he teacher nrganiz.: the clas~ so thai cn:ryonc cuuld 
learn'.' 
4 . If you didn·l go to a one-rnom schoolhouse. what was your sdlll<>llikc'' 
5. Did you carry your lunchhox or go home t<>r lunch'' 
6. Who \\<IS )OUr favorih: 1ead1cr'.' 
7. What "'as your most favorite subject'.' 
K. How was your llrst day of school'' 
9. Who was your b.:s1 friend'' 
I 0. What did you wam to he when you grew up'' Why'' 
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Sports 
Music Take Me Out to the Ball Game 
lie art 
Visual Props: 
Spons Equipment: bat. balls. hats. gloves. rackets. swimming glasses. gulf clubs. 
spons magazines 
Clothing swimsuit. bowling shoes. logo T -shin 
Pictures: spons heroes. Olympic athletes 
()u.:suons 
1. 
4. 
(l 
7 
What kind of spons did you play while growing up'' 
Did you play spons at school'' 
Would you tdl us some of the rules? 
Did any of you ever attend big spons events? llnw were they'' 
\\'hat an: your favorite teams·• (baseball. basketball. football. etc 1 
Who is your favorite athlete·• 
\\'hat kind of spons did your children play·> 
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Vacations 
Musi(. Side Ry Side 
Climh Every Moumain 
Visual Props 
Ohj(.'{:ts· travel poster~. rnap. swtmsuit. sunglasses. seashells. hcach hall. camera. 
travel guide hook. telescop<: 
Ptcturcs: places and famous landmarks 
Souvcmrs· pen. postcards. key cham. nun~ . cup 
t.)uesttons. 
t 
.. Did ~nu take vacations·' 
What was vnur most mcmorahlc vacation or tnp'' 
3 What kind of transportation did you take'' 
Do you have funny or unusual mcrnoncs of a vacation'' 
5. Would ynu tell us ahout your lavoritc pla.:c to vi , ir' 
0. r\n: there any special events you assllciato:d with that place':' 
7. What time of year is the hest !<.1r a v;"ation'' 
8. Did you buy any soU\'l'nirs·> 
Dtd :•ou ever g,o<to the t>cach. the mountains. a museum. tishing ., 
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Working 
Music Whistle While You Work 
I've Been Working on the Railroad 
Visual Props: 
Hats: nurse· s cap. police officer· s hat 
!'JCtures: people workmg at ditlerent JObs 
Tools: hammer & nails. metronome. whistle. deck of cards. road map. type"'Titcr. 
paleuc & brush. comh & scissors. tap shoes. bible. n..:edlc & thread 
Questions 
What was your first paid JOh'' I where. what age. boss) 
:! . How did you get that job'.' 
3. Ho" many hours did you work'' (during days. weekends) 
4 Was there any special uaining involved': 
~ . What did your father or mother do? 
6 What did you do for a living·> (where. daily routine) 
7 Why did you choose this particular job'' 
8. What kind of job did you want to do'' 
<l . How did you feel about your job'' \l;'ere you satisfied with your work'' 
I 0 . H~m did you get aid'' llow often did you get paid'' Did you get henelits'' 
I I. lfo,, did you spend your first paycheck'' 
12. After retirement. ho" did you spend your time·> 
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APPENDIX E 
Vi sua! Analogue Mood Scales 
Neutral 
• • 
• 
Neutral 
• • 
Confused 
• • 
• • 
Happy 
G 
6 
G 
G 
G 
